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UV	Cure	Adhesives	–	
Tips, Tricks &  
Troublesh�ooting
UV curing adhesives offer a convenient 
way to quickly cure a product in specific 
applications.  These types of chemistries 
offer two fundamentally different cure 
mechanisms, cationic or free radical,  
with varying cure parameters as well as  
end properties.       

Cationic UV Systems
For cationic UV cure products, ionic 
polymerization is initiated by photo gener-
ated ions and cure in minutes rather than 
seconds. Many are also capable of a ther-
mal cure as well as UV cure; also called a 
dual-cure system.  Generally they have the 
benefits of less shrinkage and higher adhe-
sion over free radical cured systems, and are 
not adversely impacted by an oxygen rich 
curing environment.  However, they do 
have a few characteristics that are impor-
tant to point out:

1. Cure speed:  Complete cure 
of cationic systems is very dependent on 
thickness.  The thicker the layer, the longer 
the required cure time will be.  Warming 
the material before cure or curing under 
warm conditions (including lamps that 
generate large amounts of heat during cure) 
may increase cure speed by increasing the 
mobility of the molecules.

2. Skin-over:  It may be necessary 
to reduce the intensity of the lamp while 
increasing the time to cure through thick 
layers.  If the surface of a thick layer is 
subjected to high intensity irradiation, it 
will quickly form a high crosslink density 
making a hard skin or barrier that prevents 
subsequent light from passing through to 
deeper layers of the bond line.  Note: Mov-
ing the lamp farther away from the part is 
a good option to reduce the UV intensity if 
the lamp does not have a tunable intensity.

3. Moisture sensitivity: The 
photo-initiators in cationic systems are 
acidic.  As a result, both moisture and bases 
can neutralize them.  It is not recommend-
ed that cationic systems be cured in humid 
environments (>70%RH).  Higher irradia-
tion energy or a higher temperature may 
be able to overcome the effects of humidity 
in some cases.   An interesting note is that 
small amounts of moisture (30-60%) can 
actually increase the cure speed.

4. Mech�anical Properties:  
The ultimate mechanical properties of 
cationic cured systems are generally very 
good.  However, due to the slow nature of 
the cationic cure mechanism, these systems 
will continue crosslinking long after the 
UV irradiation is removed and complete.  
Generally, waiting 24 hours after cure to 
measure the full mechanical properties of 
cationic systems is a good rule of thumb. 

5. Post-cure: A thermal post-cure 
will often shorten the time needed for a 
cationic system to reach full degree of cure 
conversion and can often improve mechan-
ical and physical properties of the material.  
In addition, a thermal post-cure can be 
used to cure areas of the material that were 
not exposed to the UV irradiation during 
processing (shadow areas, etc.).

6. Stress: Cationic systems gener-
ally have less shrinkage and lower stress 
than free radical systems.  Curing at lower 
intensities may reduce shrinkage and stress 
further.
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Free Radical UV Systems
Free radical cure systems are most noted for their very rapid cure – seconds rather than minutes.  This is made possible 
by the chain reaction curing mechanism set off by the decomposition of the photo-initiator into free radicals upon  
exposure to UV light.  Here are a few characteristics that are worth highlighting:

1. Cure speed:  Due to the very fast cure speed, free radical cure systems have generally reached close to their full 
degree of conversion/cross-linking very soon after the UV irradiation is complete.  Normally there is no need to wait for 
the material to rest after cure before testing mechanical properties as with cationic cure systems.

2. Oxygen Inh�ibition:  The major pitfall for free radical cure systems is oxygen inhibition.  The presence of 
oxygen in the curing environment can actually quench both the activated photo-initiator radicals as well as the grow-
ing chains.  This can lead to short chain segments, resulting in tacky surface layers and poor mechanical and physical 
properties.  Adhesives are less prone to oxygen inhibition than coatings due to the fact that the substrates on either side 
of an adhesive sandwich act to isolate the adhesive from oxygen in the atmosphere.  Higher cure speeds can also lessen 
the impact of inhibition as faster chain formation allows the polymerization to proceed to completion faster than the 
quenching can occur.  Finally, curing in a nitrogen-rich environment can help to eliminate oxygen inhibition in the most 
persistent cases.

3. Post cure:  While a thermal post cure will not harm free radical systems, it does not benefit them either.  The 
free radical mechanism cannot be initiated by heat.  As a result, shadow curing is not possible with free radical materials.  


